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A&M COLLEGE of TEXAS
VoLUME

XLV,

No. vv

Prairie View, Texa1

Theresa Smith, Sandra
Emanuel
Second Altos - Bonnie
Fitzgerald, Alma Bennett,
Beverly Darby, Jatona
Walker, Viola Bess, Charlotte Moore
First Tenors - Joe Morris Berry, Nathaniel Barrons, Charles White, Frank
Board, Jimmy Cadd, Wendell Williams
Second Tenors - Larry
White, Willie Craver, Julius Livings, Danny Moffitt, Michael Wilson
First Bass Thomas
Gilmore, Foster Wright,
Randy Barnes, Robert Bolden, Ctiarles Cade, Darral
Barton, Charles Collins
LaRue Burrougs
'
Second Bass - Edward
Thomas, Tom Jones, Richard Mackey, Larry Darden,
James Gardner
R. vanCharlton,
Accompanist
H. Edison Anderson,
Director

Alcoa foundation
Presents $5,000
Grant to PV
For enrichment of the
school's teaching program,
the Alcoa Foundation has
just made a $5,000 grant to
Prairie View A. and M.
College. In addition to the
$5,000 grant. the Alcoa
Foundation is once again
providing. two $750 scholarships for the 1971 college year. The scholarships
will be awarded to one
mechanical and one electrical engineering student to
be selected by the College.
On behalf of the Alcoa
Foundation,
the $5,000
check was presented to
Prairie View A. and M.
College President, Dr. Alvin I. Thomas, by Mr. G.
W. Hutton, administrative
and technical manager of
Alcoa's Rockdale Works.
Mr. Hutton said: "The Alcoa Foundation is pleased
to assist in helping young
minds explore new ideas in
the various fipJcls of knowlt-dgc."

9, 1971

Dr. Jack Williams'
Inaugural Set

A Cappel/aChoirPrepares ·
For 2-Weelc Western Tour
The Prairie View A Cappella Choir will leave on
March 21 for a two-week
tour which will take them
to California and return.
Dr. H. Edison Anderson,
choir director, released a
schedule of performance
and a roster of students
making the trip.
The first performance is
scheduled at Blackshear
Junior High, Odessa, Texas on February 22. Traveling by chartered bus, the
group will sing in Phoenix,
Arizona on February 25;
San Diego, California, February 26 and at Mt. Zion
Missionary Church, Los
Angeles on February 26.
The choir will appear in
Berkeley, California on
February 28, in StocktonMarch 1 and Fresno, March
21. On the return trip
performances are set in
Tucson, Arizona, Wichita
Falls and Dallas, Texas.
Students scheduled to
make the trip include:
First 801,ranos - Alethea. Barrens, Janice Milburn, Katherine Mayberry,
Linda Johnson, Deanna
Mason, Barbara Shepherd
Second Sopranos - Marilyn Wordlaw, Earnestine
Ware, Connie Penn, Geraldine McMillan, Ajurella
Combs, Beverly White
First Altos
Charmaim• Turk, Johnny Edward,
Sharon
Murray,

FEBRUARY

Inaugural ceremonies for
Dr. Jack K. Williams, new
Texas A&M University
president, will be conducted April 16, announced
Clyde H. Wells, president
of the Texas A&M University System Board of Directors.
Dr. Williams, who succeeded the late Gen. Earl
Rudder, took office Nov. 1
as 17th president of the
university and fourth president of the system.
Wells said Dr. Williams'
REPRESENT SGA - .lew- formal installation will be
el Armstrong, secretary of in G. Rollie White Colisthe Student Government eum.
More than 1,000 colleges,
Interim Committee, represented the SGA and universities, learned soPrairie View in an Educa- cieties and professional ortional Regional Conference ganizations are being inin Dallas, Texas at the vited to have representaAdolphus Hotel on .Janu- tives participate in the inaugural ceremonies.
ary 28-29.
Wells noted inaugural
This was a Regional Conference on Emerging State activities will include culResponsibilities for Educa- tural and social events betion, Sponsored by the ginning the day prior to
"Project Improving State the installation.
Leadership in Edueation
Dr. Horace R. Byers,
and the State Educational Texas A&M academic vice
Agencies·• of Arkansas, president, has been named
Louisiana, Oklahoma and general chairman for the
Texas. The theme of the university's inaugural comConference was "Directions mittee.
to Better Education." Miss
Armstrong is a senior, Library Science major from
Miami, Florida.
Black History Week is
being observed at the c.-ollege on February 7-13. The
theme for the week is
"Black Studies: New Dimensions in CommunicaDr.
Benjamin
Mays, tions."
President Emeritus, MoreA full program of activihouse College, will be the ties have been planned unConvocation Speaker for der the leadership of the
the March Assembly. Dr. students and faculty of the
Mays, a distinguished edu- Department of History.
cator and minister is a The week-long program
pioneer in education and will cover lhe full gamut
minority leadership. He is of activities including exan eloquent speaker and hibits, book reviews, plays,
will have a message for seminars, and scholarly lecboth students and staff.
tures.

Dr. Mays to Speak

At President's
Convocation

Dr. Woolfolk on
A&M Program
Dr. George R. Woolfolk.
Head of the History Department, will serve as a
co-chairman of a discussion area at the 16th Student Conference on National Affairs at Texas A&M
University.
Former U. S. astronaut
Col. Frank Borman, foreign
embassy and government
officials and educators will
also co-chair round-tables
of the 16th Student Conference on National Affairs
at Texas A&M University.
Heart of Uie Feb. li-20
conference on "Student Responsibilities in the 70s, ··
round-tables provide the
SCONA forum for participant examination, analysis
and debate of issues I aised
by keynote speakers.
With Borman in the
vital points are Joseph
Rhodes, Jr., Harvard law
student and President•~
Commission on Campa
Se<' WOOT.FOT.K. A:f!,~ :!

FINAL CALL
FOR ALL
YEARBOOK
PHOTOGRAPHS

Dr. George R. WooHolk

Bryant Williams, MD, an
instructor in that division,
hosted a conference o.f premedical advisors
from
Prairie View A & M, Wiley,
Bishop, Texas Southern and
Huston - Tillotson,
last
week-end, as a step toward
.further implementation of
Participants for every the program.
Black campus in Texas will .
Conferees discussed curbe included in the program. riculum timing and enDaniel Creson, MD, chief trance requirements.
of social and community
See page four for photos
psychiatry and Lafayette from the conferP.nce.

C:alv<'slon
An on-go. ing program to enable
more Blacks to study medicine will be aided by another summer orientation
course, University of Texas
Medical Branch officials
announced this week.

Dan Tibbs
will be. on campus

Main Lobby
· ,r-torial Center

A dramatic production
by the Charles Gilpin players is set for Thursday.
February 11. The play is
entitled "Curtain Call for
Mr. Aldrich." On Friday
night an Afro-American
Style Show will be presented by the Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority.

Chairman of the Interim
Committee of the Student
Government Association.

Conf ere nee Aims at Getting
Blacks in Medical Schools

and

Hours: 9 to 5

The Department of Student Activities is pleased
to announce that Harold J.
Haynes and Zollie Johnson
have been selected as delegates from Prairie View A.
and M. College to attend
Texas A. and M.'s Sixteenth
Annual
Student
Conference on National Affairs scheduled for February 17-20. This year's conference is dedicated to exploring "Student Responsibilities in the 70's." Represented at the conference
will be oustanding student
leaders from all over the
Nation who will assemble
to exchange ideas, problems, and challenges facing
students in the 70's.
Both delegates are very
active students and have
had considerable experience
in student affairs as leaders, coordinators or participants. At Prairie View,
Harold J. Haynes serves as
President of the Memorial
Student Center and Zolly
Johnson is presiding as

ADM BLDG.
ROOM B-4-6

Alam Miran

MONDAY, FEB. 15
through
FRIDAY, FEB. 19

Zollie .JohnMn

PVStudent Leaders to Attend
Conterence on Nat' IAlfairs

Black History Week Observed

PEACE CORPS
REPRESENTATIVES

CAMPUS QUEENS
A sample of the shots
PANTHER Photographers are taking for year•
book finals is attractive
Kaye Brown, from Linden,
who is Miss Home Ecoo◄►mics. Good "booting, eh'!

Harold Haynes

COMING FEBRUARY 22 - Ray Charles will appear as guest artist with The Houston Symphony. Monday, February 22 at 8:00 p.m. in the Field House.
Quincy Jones will be one of the conductors. Also
appearing on the pro2111m will be The Prairie View
Choraw.s.
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Club Crescendo
To Go National
After months of heart
felt anticipation, a once impossible dream is a pending
reality. Thanks to the asi tance of Dr. Alvin J.
McNeil, Club Crescendo
will soon be a nationally incorporated
organization.
Although Crescendo already exists at several colleges the chapters are not
incorporated, however after
a few final formalities,
( yet to be under taken,)
are completed the various
chapters of crescendo will
become incorporated and
will proceed to establish
basic chapter requirements
for prospective chapters
throughout the nation.
Fundamentally, crescendo will be an organization
of ta len t and entertainment. T he essential · element is music. The basic requirement of any
member is to possess some
type of talent be it musical,
artistic, or tech nical.
Crescendo is now and
will be in the fut ure a basically black organization
( not Greek ). Included in
orientation material for potential brothers will be aspects of Black heritage
(not the Greek alphabet).
We, of Crescendo, feel that
Crescendo can be an organization blacks can be
proud of, in view of the
fact that through his talents man has the most
natural way of expressing
himself. As an oil refinery
is to oil, so is Crescendo to
the black man and his GodGiven talents. - J. B.

MI NISTERS CONFE RE 'CE - Participants in the 12th Annual
Ministers Conference held on Februa ry 2-3 are pictured in annua l group

photo. The t h eme of the two-da)' meeting s ponsored b~
Ministries was "The Church Sen ·ing The Present Age."

Debate Society
Organized by
English Department
The Date Society, recently organized by the
English
Departmen t to
sponsor intercollegiate and
intracollegiate discussions
and debate on issues of interest and importance has
elected officers, Robert
Calhoun, P resident; J ohnny Allen, Vice-P resident;
Lucinda Wilson, Secretary; Evelyn Green, Reporter.
All studen ts are invited
to join the Debate Society
and participate in activities concerning the Debate
Society.

Disc?v~~ ~ii . . . at the same time discover the
p~ss1b1lrt1e_s for y~ur career in the oil industry
with American 011 Company. We 've come a
lon_g way since our only product was transportation fuel ... our research at American has
produ_ced products as diverse as unleaded
gasolrne and asphaltic barriers for agriculture. Discover for yourself how much more we
do . . . and where you fit in.
So~e of _the positions we have available for
engineering graduates are in the following
areas :
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
PLANT OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE
Discover the opportunities with American Oil.
S~e your Placement Director for further details. Our recruiter will be on your campus

ENGINEERING
GRADS
DISCOVER
OIL!

._

.,~

AMERICAN

American Oil Company
February 17, 1971
an equal opport unity em p loyer m/f

BLUE BELL
CREAMERIES
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Editorial Comment
Few State Colleges
Left in Texas
According to recent reports, only four of the 22
state-supported institutions of higher education in Texas
remain in the category of colleges. . They are Prairie
View, Lamar Tech., Tarleton and Pan Am.
All four have either made direct effort to change to
university status or have made recommendations as
such. One of the major recommendations growing out
of the Centennial Council Study was that the college
step up its graduate program and up-date its name to
match present and future role and scope.
According to dictionary definition, the difference
between a college and a university is mostly a matter
of semantics. A college is "a society of scholars and
persons of learning formed into a corporation for the
purpose of concerted study, scientific, literary or historical research and the instruction of students in the
advanced branches of knowledge.
A college generally has the right of conferring degrees upon individuals not members of the institution,
as well as upon students who have completed courses
of study."
A university is defined as "an educational institution of the highest level, typically one with one or mort
undergraduate schools, or colleges, together with a
number of professional schools and authorized to co:r?fer
various degrees, as bachelor's, master's, and doctor's."

Help the Zetas Save a Life

Don't Throw Away Those
Empty Cigarette Packs
Help the Zettas sa,·e a
Life - Don't Throw Away
Those Empty Cigarette
Packs
The sisterly Sorors :,f
Omega Gamma Chapter of
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc. have set out as our annual goal to help . save an Iron-Lung patient.
The Sorors are doing this
by saving and gathering
all the empty cigarette
packs they can acquire and
sending them to the John
Sealy Hospital in Galveston, Texas. We are sendmg
them to help a 13-year-old
youth who is uffering
from some type of respirat:.iry disease.
One cigarette pack pays
the cost of the vouth staving in the iron-I~ng for appmxima '.ely 10 minutes.
We the Sorors of Omega

Gamma feel greatly rewarded to be able to do
such an outstanding deed.
Won't you please join in
and help us women of Zeta
by placing those empty
packs in the box on the information desk in the
Memorial Center. All it
takes is a few minutes of
your time and an empty
cigarette pack.
To all those who have
contributed and will contribute, let me extend a
hand of gratitude and
thanks to you for doing so.
And we the Sorors of Gamma Chapter join hands in
commending each of our
fellow Greeks and P. V.ites who have contributed.
Gratefully,
Soror Shirley Black
Reporter,
Omega Gamma
Chapter Zeta Phi Beta
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Letters of Praise

Industrial Education Grads
Look Good to Employees
Administrative officers
and faculty members in the
School of Industrial Education and Technology receive letters regularly telling about how their graduates are performing in
positions of responsibiltiy
throughout the nation.
A sampling of these letters are printed here to
illustrate how well PV
grads are to those for
whom they work.

Dear Dr. Collins:
I want to express my
sincere appreciation for the
time and courtesy that you
extended to Max Clarke
and me during our visit
yesterday.
As you know, we were
much impressed by the
curriculum of the School of
Industrial Education and
Technology. The Building
Construction
Technology
and Draft and Design
Technology and Draft and
Design Technology programs appear to be particularly well suited to our
needs.
A. W. Mahlum,
Regional Manager,
Powers Regulator Co.,
Dallas

Dear Mr. Edwards:
It was my pleasure to be
of service to you while you
were at IBM Boulder.
Reggie is doing an outstanding job in my department and his learning capacity has been the best to
date. In less than a month
he was turning out production drawings with the best
of my people. Reggie is an
eager and conscientious
worker. His quality and
quantity of drawings place
him in the top 10 percent
of the department. Reggie
is certainly a credit to your
college and a tremendous
asset to me. It is certainly
refreshing to work with a
young man of his caliber.
R. A. Giese, Design
and Drafting IBM
Corp., Boulder.
Colorado

Dear Sirs:
We wish to commend
twn of your- draftsmen
Mei.srs. Alvin Bragg and
Cletus Hamilton for their
fine work in preparing
shop drawings for the
HOPP! console. Their work
was exceptionally complete
in all details and indicates
a real interest in producing
an outstanding piece of
work.
Please convey to these
gentlemen our thanks and
appreciation for a job well
done.
Wayne H. Goff, Chief
F & E Management
Branch, Federal
Aviation Adm.

Dear Mr. Rose:
It is a pleasure to invite
you to join us as an Assistant Engineer - Aircraft Maintenance in the
Support Data Engineering
Department of our McDonnell Aircraft Company.
Your duties will be those
described during your telephone conversation with
Mr. Novak. Your starting
salary would be Sl 70.00
per week for 40 hours,
which is equivalent to
$736.67 per month, or $8,840.00 per annum.
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Valentine Vers.es
By Emmitte Noel
WHAT VALENTINJc: IS
V-is Virtue
A - - is for all in one
L . is lo,·e
E - is endure
N • •· is for ni<"eness
T - is toietherness
I •- is in\'Olved
N - is name changes
E - is eternity

VALENTINE MEANS WVE FOR TWO
When two people fall in love
They feel free as a white dove
They want to be together so very much
To grasp each other in their clinging touch.
They never want to be afraid
Because of their love that has been made
With their love in each other's hand
No one could ask for a greater stand

Scences From Medical Conference

With reference to fringe
benefits
at
McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, we
are enclosing a "Guide to
Basic Benefit Plans for
Salaried Employees."
A maximum allowance of
$100.00 will be authorized
for transportation expenses
incurred by you from Temple, Texas to St. Louis. Any
expenses incurred in excess
of this amount will have to
be borne by yourself. Upon
receipt of your acceptance
of this offer, we will immediately send you our
"Relocation A s s i s tance
Agreement", outlining details of the allowable expenses. If you would like
assistance in locating a
home or apartment, we
suggest that you contact
our Housing Office upon
your arrival in St. Louis.
This offer is contingent
upon the satisfactory completion of all requirements
for your Bachelors Degree
and your ability to pass a
routine physical examination given at our facilities.
Please report to our Employment Office for your
physical and other processing functions at least one
day prior to the date you
intend starting work, weekends excluded. We would
like for you to start with
us on 1 February 1971.
R. F. Kaletta.
Manager •
Employment
McDonnell-Douglas
•Corp., St. Louis

Psycho-Scope
The LEO Girl
(excerpted from
COSMOPOLITAi~)
MAGIC TOUCH: back
pat. BEST COLORS: orangt> and pink (in wild
wavy stripes) . JEWEL:
cat's - e ye.
S EC RE T
DREAM: to have your picture in the paper. BEST
FEATURE: all of you coming on strong. FAVORITE DATE: the races.
BEST CAREER: modeling, acting, publicity. SECRET TALENT: drawing a
crowd.
SECRET
SIN:
stealing his scene. BIG
LOVE:
yourself. MAN
SIGNS: Sagittarius, Aries,
Aquarius. HIDDEN POWER: influencing his decisions. MAGIC MOMENT:
when he drops her - for
you .

Dr. .John Sessions, (left) from Mar8hall College,
conferred with Dr. Lafayette Bryant Williams, Jr., Dr.
Winston Martin and Wiley College's Dr. Kalyan Ganguli,
at the reeent UTMB Pre-Medical Advisors Conference.

Galvestonian Carolyn Robinson (left) a pre..medical
student at Prairie View College, plans on specializing
in pediatrics. Miss Robinson met with UTMB Professor
of Biochemistry Leland Smith, PhD, and Patricia Hatton
chemistry major at Huston-Tillotson College in Austin:
at a Prt>-Medical Ad\'ison C'-onference at The UTMB.

Chairman of admissions at The University of Texas
Medical Branch John Brown Lynch, MD, (left) and
psychiatrist Daniel L Creson, MD, director of Community and Social Psychiatry, and Dr. Lucille Tunstall
who explained the curriculum at Bishop College Dallas'
Texas at the Pre-medical Ad,•isors ConferenCC: at th;
UTMB.
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Ever consider

working for a really big

company?

Consider the advantages. You go on the
job right away, doing meaningful work.
You assume more responsibility as fast as
you're ready for it. And because you are
working with top-notch people in your
field, your opportunity to learn and grow
within the company is increased. With a
really big company like ours, there's
greater flexibility for job location,
tuition aid to help you continue your

education and an excellent fringe
benefit package.
Right now, Ford Motor Company
offers opportunities to grow and learn in
just about every field-Finance.
Accounting, Sales and Marketing.
Manufacturing, Systems and Operation~
Research, Purchasing, Traffic,
Industrial Relations, Product Engineering,
and Product Planning.

... has a better idea
(we listen better)

Our recruiter will be
on campus soon.
Please check at your Placement Office
for exact time and location. If you can't
stop by during his visit, send your resume
to Mr. Donald Vest, College Recruiting .
Department, Ford Motor Company,
American Road, Dearborn, Mich. 48121.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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BENJAMIN BANNEKER 1731 -

"We are a race of beings wbo b,rve
long labored under tbe ,rbuse ,md
ce11mre of tbe world. "

Benjamin Banneker

BANJAMIN BANNEKER was born near

But it was not until he was forty

Little Benjamin went to a private school

Baltimore in 1731 and learned to read

displayed an aptitude for mechanical

from his grandmother, an English wo-

sciences and while a young man made

man who had been an indentured serv-

the first wooden

clock

that Banneker became absorbed 1n astronomy through books and astronomical instruments loaned to him by a

in America.

Quaker miller.

ant but eventually owned slaves and
married one of them.

In 1789 he predicted a solar eclipse with

Du\! to this he attracted · the interest

After his work with the commission

astonishing accuracy. Banneker then be·

of Thomas Jefferson, then Secretary

Banneker returned to Maryland where

gan to pu~lish a series of Almanacs in

of State, and was appointed to a com-

he continued to publish his Almanacs

1791 which were widely read in the

mission to lay out the streets of the

and proposed a secretary of Peace for

middle states.

District of Columbia.

the United State~ cabinet.

Office for the

United States." This

plan 11\/0uld have banned military titles,
parades and uniforms for "were there
no uniforms there would probably be
no armies."

Photo Judging at Texas A&M in March
College Station -- Texas
Inter co Jlegiate
Photo Salon, which has rewarded efforts of photographers throughout the
Southwest. more than 15
years, is building toward
Salon '71 in late March.
Open to members of
photo groups sponsored by
U. S. colleges and universities, the annual competition is sponsored by the
Memorial Student Center
Camera Committee at Texas A&M.
Chairman Greg Gray of
Houston said entries in 11
categories will be accepted
until March 24.
·
Information sent to stu1dent unions, camera groups
, and visual aids depart: ments of Texas and Southwest colleges and univerA&M's

WANTED:
College men and women for management positions in government.
Must meet physical requirements.
Financial aid available for incollege trainees, or applicants
can enroll in special training
course on graduation . Stateside
and/or overseas travel
guaranteed.

Here's a government position with a
real future for both men and women.
An officer's job in the Air Force. A
management level job in anybody's
book. Certainly, there's no better
way to get the experience and training needed for executive responsibility.
II you have two years of college
remaining, you could find yourself
earning an Air Force comm ission
while you learn, through the Air
Force ROTC two-year program.
Along with college credits and a
oommission,you'll receive$50each
month as a student. And upon graduation, that management position
we promised will be waiting for you .
If an advanced degree is in your
plans, you'll be happy to learn that
the Air Force has a number of outstanding programs to help you further your education.
If you're in your final year of col-

lege, you can get your commission
through the Air Force Officer Training Program. It is open to all college
grads, both men and women, who
qual ify.
Check it out. You'll find that the
Air Force is one career that offers
something for everyone. Nearly 430
different jobs, rangir.g from aeronautical engineer ing to zoology,
with almost everyth ing else, including flying, in between. But whatever
your duties , you ' ll soon d iscover
that the Air Force will let you move
just as far and as fast as your talents can take you .

r

..

SCN27I

I USAF Military Personnel Center
I Dept. A
I Randolph AFB, Texas 78148
I Please send me more information
: on:
0 Officer Training School

1
I
1

I

o

Air Force ROTC Program

" "'·r

• er
1

I
,.,,.,.,.., "'"11
I ADDR tss
I
I cirv
surr
11 p
1 = ' - ' - - - - - - ' " ' - " ~- ~ - -

So look ahead and let your col- I PHo"r
04,rorcqAOUAno,,
lege years pay off for you with a I ~ ~- ~ - ~ - -- - managerial position in the U.S. Air
scHO'lL
Force. Just send in this coupon or
write to USAF Military Personnel I
Center, Dept. A, Randolph AFB , 1 lunde•stand t11ereisnoo1>ligation.
Texas 78148, and get your postgraduate career off the ground.
1
1

II

Trudy Adam, Salon '71
h ·
"d
I f
c airman, sa1 a pane o
three professional photographers will judge entries
in pictorial, experimental,
news, portraiture, sports,
•

human mte~es t:
nathure,
landscape, stJ 11 11fe, fas ion
and advertising categories.
Entries to the Camera
Committee, MSC, College

fand1w-.Sinthe
r--LlJnied5tolesAirfo«e
_______________
1

·

Station, should be limited
to eight per person with no
more than two per category, Miss Adam added.
An en!ry _fee of_50 cents
J per prmt 1s required.
Rihhons will hP awardP<l

black-and-white and color
prints in the competition.
Gray noted student and
faculty members of photo
groups are eligible to enter.

S&N SU PER MARKET
WALLER
MEATS - GROCERIES
APPLIANCES - Sales and Service

}

lMR. HICK'S SLACKS
ARE AVAILABLE AT THE

VILLAGE PEDDLER

I • .
. d"
• d •
· ii
I s1t1es m 1cates JU gmg WI
I he conducted
at T<>xas
: A&M March 27.

1

I

all prints exhibited by
Salon '71. First, second and
third places will be selected in each category. A
plaque and $75 cash prize
will be ~warded to the top

NAVASOTA, TEXAS

l
\
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Ill WARD'S PHARMAC·Y

m
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"YOUR REXALL STORE"
Waller County's Most Progressive
and Most Modern Drug Store
Telephone VA 6-2445

Hempstead, Texas
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Biology Professors Attend
Professional Meetings
Dr. L. C. Collins, chairman of the Biology Department, attended the national meeting of the American Association for Laboratory Animal Science at
Chicago in October. This
national meeting enables
persons throughout the
country to exchange ideas
and new technology in order to ensure the good
health and well being of
experimental
laboratory
animals. Dr. Collins feels
many of the sessions dealt
with
solving
problems
which are associated with
the marmoset colony maintained on the P. V. Campus. Marmosets are small
tree dwelling primates indigenous to Central American tropical rain forests.
Since the laboratory environment is so different
from their natural environment there are many unique problems to raising
marmosets in the laboratory.
Dr. R. D. Humphrey, a
faculty member in the
Biology Department, attended the meeting of the
Texas Branch of the American Society for Microbiology held in October at
Dallas. The branch meetings are held bi-annually
and are used by scientists
to report results of current research in Microbiology, which they carried
out at the colleges and universities across the state
of Texas. This method of
reporting current results
allows fellow scientists to
keep up to date on their
field of special interest.
Dr. Humphrey feels this
fall meeting was one of the
best and hopes that Prairie
View's Biology graduate
students will be able to attend future meetings and
perhaps report on their research.
Drs. J. E. Berry, B. K.
Chopra and R. D. Humprey, faculty members in
the Biology Department
in November attended ~
short course which concerned aspects of air pollution. The short course was
sponsored by the American
Association for the Advancement of Sciences and
was held on the campus of
the University of Texas at
~ustin. The course was designed to explain current
problems, together with
possible solution of air pollution, to faculty members
of colleges and universtiies
throughout the country.
The AAAS feels this is the
best way to ensure that college students obtain an up
to date assessment of the

ever increasing problem of
air pollution.
Two eminent scientists
in the field of air pollution
conducted the course. They
were Drs. V. Mohnan and
V. Schaefer both from
the State University of
New York in Albany. These
men discussed the source
of atmospheric pollutants
and the possible long and
short range effects. They
also explained numerous
simple experiments which
can be done in chemistry
and physics.
Drs. Berry, Chopra and
Humphrey are participating in an experiment associated with this short
course. The experiment involves to determination of
the dust load of air within
homes during a 31 day
period. From the results of
this experiment it will be
determined whether the
air within the American
home is cleaner or dirtier
than the outside air. These
faculty members return to
Austin in February to discuss the results of the t.?xperiment with Dr. Mohnan
and Schaefer.
Dr. L. C. Collins, chairman of the Biology Department, and Mrs. S. A.
Smith, faculty member in
the Biology Department, on
November 9 and 10 attended a short couree which
concerned biology and human affairs. The course
was sponsored by the American Association for the
Advancement of Sciences
and was held on the ~mpus of the University of
Texas at Austin. The
course was designed to delineate many of the social
problems as those with
which the biologist must
often deal. The AAAS feels
cne of the best ways for
college students to understand the problems of
modern society is to have
them related as concepts in
biology within a biology
course.
The short course was
conducted by one of the
leaders in biology education .. Dr. E. Kormondy,
who 1s the Director of the
Commission on Undergraduate ~ucation in Biological Sciences. He discussed
possible approaches to presenting biology as man's
effect on his environment.
Dr. Collins and Mr.
Smith are currently working in a biology course outline where biology is
taught on an "environmental" premise. They will return to Austin in February
to discuss the outlines with
Dr. Kormondy and other
members of the course.

Virologist Gives Seminar
The students and faculty
of the Biology Department
hear~ an excellent seminar
~Y Virologist Dr. B. P. Sag~k on January 8. Dr. Sagik
is a professor of Microbiology of the University of
Texas at Austin. His topic
of_ discussion at the Prairie
View Campus was the correlation of the age of mice

and the resistance to a viral disease. Various aspects
of ~his work have been a
?1~Jor concern in Dr. Sag1~ s laboratory at UT Austin for a number of years
The virus reported in hi~
~minar was the Sindbis
virus, which is related to
the encephalitis viruses
See VIROLOGIST, Page 12
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Funds Available for Journalism Students
Atlanta, Ga. - Aspiring
young Southern newspapermen and women in need
of financial assistance to
attend the last two years
of college have until May 1
to apply for Ralph McGill
Scholarship Fund grants
for the 1971-72 academic
year.
The Ralph McGill Scholarship Fund was created to
honor the late Ralph Em-

erson McGill, published oI
The Atlanta Constitution.
The Fund's Advisory
Committee has stipulated
that grants will be made in
amounts not to exceed $1,500 for a full academic
year of college for each recipien t. Awards will be based on journalistic interest
and aptitude plus need.
Jack W. Tarver, president of The Atlanta Jour-

nal and Constitution and
chairman of the Fund's
Advisory Committee, said
the group agreed that the
amount of each grant
would be based on the individu~•s own financial requirements.
Grants are available to
qualified young men and
women whose roots lie in
the
fourteen
Southern
states. Tarver said the Ad-

visory Committee also will
act as the selection committee. He said applicants
must show an "abiding interest" and aptitude for
newspaper writing
and
editing and successful applicants must convince the
committee that they are
determined to make a career of newspapering.
Other members of the
committee are: Herbert
Davidson, editor and publisher of The Daytona
See FUNDS, Page 12

If you are a senior...

.

could be
the most important
year of your life.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, you will want to remember this: it is not just
"a job" you are seeking-it should be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your
employer must need and want each other.
To help you with your decision, we invite you to consider the opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Currently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the
ever-broadening·avenues of energy conversion for every
environment ... all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial
power application. The technical staff working on these
programs, backed by Management's determination to
provide the best and most advanced facilities and scientific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm
foothold in the current land, sea, air and space. programs so vital to our country's future.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to
push into fields that have not been explored before.
Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility
than they can manage. Reward them well when they do
manage it.
Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in:
• MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
• AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
• ENGINEERING SCIENCE
• ENGINEERING MECHANICS
If your degree is in another field, consult your college
placement officer-or write Mr. Len Black, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108.
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Kollar Korner
Genesis 18:17-19: Proverbs 1 :7; Ephesians 6 :1-4
We are living in a period
of change. Things that we
felt sure of are being moved everyday. Traditions,
customs, mores, and folkways are being uprooted
daily. Doctors are forced
not only to change opinions, but re-write things
that were thought to be
scientific just a few years
ago. The Greek philosopher
who said everything is in
a state of flux and change,
seems to have made a good
point though crude. Said
he, "We never step in the
same stream of water; it is
always new."
~ow we know that
change is essential to progress. We must change or
peri h. The sage of old has
said that a "wise man
changes, but the fool does
not change." Notwithstanding there is potency 3.nd
power in change; there is
also danger in change. We
must be alert to the danger
and know what to hold
during the transition. Although we are living in a
period of social change, we
must realize that the family, the school, and the
church are basic institutions and must remain so
if we are to remain a civilized people. That is, we
cannot transfer the duties
and the re. ponsibilities of
these institutions el ewhere
and survive. These institutions must not only remain, but they must teach
the same principles that
have carried them from the
hut to the palace and the
cathedral. Methods ::hange,
but principles are eternal.
It is the duty of the fam-

ily to give the world real
people. It is the responsibility of the family and the
home to teach the child in
those early and formative
years the principles that
will enable him to fit into
the pattern of society. The
parents are the first teachers. The father should be
the first priest. He should
lead in all things moral and
spiritual. We are talking
loud about delinquency and
crime, we are crying 3.bout
loose morals in our schools,
and we are upset about the
rebellion of our young people, and we have much to
~ay ab~ut their disrespect
for us. But we must realize
that we have failed somewhere. Like the man who
was in the chariot that
Phillip joined who said:
"How can they know unless
they are taught." Yes, our
youth must be taught self
respect at home. We must
first learn to rPspect ourselves before we can respect anyone else.
We are placing a lot of
emphasis on mechanics.
That is, we teach many
methods of securing knowledge. Now we can have a
head full of facts without
good common sense and
!'elf respect. The person
must respect himself before
he can respect anyone else.
The person must first
learn to be honest, fair,
and truthful to himself .
The human nature that we
admire or despise is the
human nature that we find
in our own hearts. We cannot respect ourselves unless we live up to the highest and best within ourselves. It is when we are
rotten on the inside that

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS

CHURCH -

ST. MARTIN de PORRES

just o few blocks off Campus
SUNDAY MASS . ....
10:00 o.m. • Free taxi to
church outside of Evans between 9:30 o.m. • 10 a.m.
Transportation from Alexander Hall provided by
Horace St. Julian, RM. 301 , Alexander
DAILY MASS
. ... .. .
....
____ 5:00 p.m.
Confession before every Mass
Choir Metings on Sot. Night • Guitar Players Needed
NEWMAN OFFICE (On Campus) • Rm. 206, Memorial
Center
(United Ministries)
Father Bowen has office hours, Tuesday through Fri•
day, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
NEWMAN OFFICE (Off Campus) At the Newman
Hall - Phone 857-3351
NEWMAN HALL Open Monday through Friday,
3:30 p.m. • 10:30 p.m. - Saturday and Sunday,
1:00 p.m. • 10:30 pm.
C
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On Microwaves

Electromagnetic waves
are wave motions produced
by electric and magnetic
fiel ds whose intensity and
orientation vary as a f unction of time. If we neglect
the manner in which these
fields are produced, and
consider only that their existence produces an electromagnetic wave, we find
that the rate at which these
fields vary with time can
range over a tremendous
magnitude. They extend
from the_ extremely slow
rates resulting from the rotation of a coil in a magnetic· field to the tremendously high rates caused
by molecular and atomic
disturbances. Included in
this wide spectrum are the
various rates of variation
( frequencies)
at which
electromagnetic waves produce such tangible 3.nd
well-known effects as visible light, radiant heat, :ind,
at much lower rates, radio
we become hateful, mean.
disrespectful and indecent
towards others. I cannot
respect myself when I
know myself to be a liar :1
bluff, a bluster, unreal, ~rrogant, unreasonable and
selfish. To live with myself, I must have a clean
mind an a clean conscience
toward God and toward all
men. We must learn to respect people who respect
us. We also must learn that
nobody values us higher
than we do ourselves. The
world takes you at your
own valuation. The price
that you pay for disrespect
is too great a price to pay.
When we respect ourselves,
we command the respect of
others. Thus, let us live respectable at home and
everywhere else.
By J. Roland Hicks,
Pastor
Mt. Corinth Baptist
Church
Hempstead, Texas

waves. Except for the m a nner of production of their
fields, all electromagnetic
waves obey t he same physical laws. F or t his reason
the microwave eng ineer
can borrow extensively
from the tech niques of
both t he optical engineer
and the communications
engineer who works with
the more familiar lower
radio frequencies. It can be
demonstrated both analytically and experimentally
that wherever electromagnetic waves are propagated
they inherently carry energy in the direction of propagation. The manner of
pro~uction of the timevary\ng fields and the
manner of launching. the
resultant ::,lectromagnetic
wave into free space is the
concern of the microwave
engineer. Also, the accuracy and dependability of
communication is closely
related to the quantity of
energy that is propagated,
and the matter of efficiency
in handling this energy is,
therefore, of as much importance to the microwave
engineer as it is. for example, to the power engineer.
The characteristics of
electromagnetic waves and
the manner of their physical behavior are functions
of the rate at which the
electric and magnetic fields
vary. In single frequencies,
these variations are periodic and sinusoidal, and
therefore can be considered
• in terms of frequency in
cycles (complete alternations) per second. The
wave motions produced by
electromagnetic fields propagate and carry energy.
In microwave communications the medium of propagation is usually t he
"free space" surrounding
the earth . Regardless of
t he freq uency of the wave,
the velocity of propagation

Wyatts Chapel Baptist Church
Prairie View, Texas
l Mile Northwest of the College)

FREE TRANSPORTATION TO CHURCH
SUNDAY SCHOOL . _

10:00 a.m.

MORNING WORSHIP

11:15 a.m.

LORD SUPPER

Each 2nd Sunday

C. W. :\tille r III (stand ing), Hu gh es Aircraft representative, who is serving as a consultant to Prair ie
View A&~f College is shown discussing some of the
:\licrowave Laboratory components and their functions
with Preside nt A. I. Thomas.

is constant within any one
medium, and in the most
usual medium (free space),
the propagation velocity is·
the speed oi light. Wave
length is the measure of
the distance a wave travels during one alternation
of the producing field. The
relationsh:p is written in
the form:
Wavelength .·
Velocity vf propagation
Frequency
Note that for a given
medium, wavelength is inversely proportional to frequency. A typical example
of long wavelength is that
of the field produced by 60
cycle current in power
transmission lines. This
wavelength is on the order
of 3100 miles. On the other
hand, the center of the
amplitude - modulation
broadcasting band involves
wavelengths on t he order
of 300 meters. The frequencies genera lly consider to be microwaves involve
wavelengths on t he order
of 30 cm to a fraction of a

centimeter. (The light used
for viewing this page involves wavelengths averaging 60 millionths of a
centimeter.)
The lower
limit of the microwave frequency spectrum is not well
defined. Some refer to all
frequencies above 890 me
(about 30 cm wavelength)
as microwaves. Other engineering authorities say
the microwave region begins at about 2000 me.
Waveguide, the most convenient closed microwave
transmission system, is
commonly used for frequencies above 2.6 gigaccyles although some extremely high power systems utilize waveguide for
delivering power at frequenceis in the range of
500 me.
Much of the analytical
work for microwave development is derived fro m the
basic equations formulated
by J ames Clerk Maxwell in
1864. Even at t hat early
cate Maxwell was able to
predict that if radio waves
See M ICROWAVES, Page 9

24-HOUR SELF SERVICE
at

HEMPSTEAD W.ASHATERI.A
Top Loading Speed Queen and Philco-Bendix
Machines
Bank and Post Office Block -

Hempstead, Texas

VA 6-8159

<Jfou'r. <.Patwna.'}£. d/-ppu.aial:ed

REV. E. W . (Ed.I McCULLOUGH, Pastor

THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH

REV. J. I. KIRKWOOD, Assistant

Phone 857-3230 -

W ELCOMES YOU

857-3725 -

857-3533

ST. FRANCIS' CHURCH AND STUDENT CHAPEL
(Adjacent to Ca mpus)

Vicar: Father Jomes Moore -

SUNDAY SERVICE
9,00 a.m.

SUNDAY SCHOOL
10:15 a.m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Saturday 10,30 a.m:
CANTERBURY CLUB
Thursday 10:30 p.m.
Evans Hall

857-3590

METHODIST STUDENT MOVEMENT
invites your participation in

THE HOLY COMMUNION SERVICE

November 1, 1970 (Each First Sunday)
4:00 p.m.
in the

HOTEL CONFERENCE ROOM
(a t top of the College Exchange\
MSM Meetings Each Wednesday 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Room 206 Memorial Center
Counseling Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
Rm. 206 Memorial Center
The Reverend Miss Perrie J. Jackson, Campus Minister

BEAUTY AND THE BUDGET
My personal Care Sa lon is Staffed with a
th o~ough ly tra ined Professional Hair and W ig
?e~1~ner, who real izes each woman is a unique
in~1v1d~al who,,will show you that true beauty is
a specia l look , not a high price tag.

WEDNESDAY ONLy
SPECIAL DISCOUNT DA y
CPERATOR, Evelyn Mitchell Frederick
LOCATION: Greyhound Bus Depot
PHONE, 857-3509
TIME, 8 a.m.-Until
Tuesday - Saturday

Microwaves
CONTINUED from Page B
could be produced, they
would act in the same manner as light waves. It was
not until 25 years later
that Heinrich Hertz produced e l e c t r omagnetic
waves having a wavelength
of around 60 cm, and demonstrated that the effects
anticipated by Maxwell did,
in fact, exist. In 1897 (still
before the days of radio
communications as known
today), Lord Rayleigh,
making use of Maxwell's
equations, showed that electromagnetic waves may
be propagated in hollow
tubes or, in fact, in any
medium having specified
boundaries between two
electrically different media. Finally, at the turn of
the century, Marconi demonstrated the first practical radio communication.
The story of radio in the
ensuing 60 ears is well
known.
As we mentioned earlier,
electromagnetic fields can
be generated by widely divergent physical phenomena. It is this aspect in
which there are major differences between light and
radio waves. At the wavelengths of light, energy is
produced by disturbances
in the chemical or physical
structure of material itself. A natural result is
that the frequencies produced are dispersed over a
narrow spectrum and are
not, in general, coherent.
Visible light, then, consists
not of single frequencies of
constant amplitude, but of
dispersion of frequency,
amplitude, and phase. In
the early spark-gap experiments, at the time of
Hertz, radio waves were incoherent in the same sense.
However, thanks to the
vacuum tube and other devices,
coherent
waves
( those which are, essentially, of single frequency and
constant amplitude) can
now be produced easily. In
the early days, the vacuum
tube served merely as a
method for supplying the
necessary electrical energy
to maintain constancy of
the electrical oscillation.
However, the physical dimensions of vacuum tubes
became excessively large
compared with the wavelengths encountered as the
communications are worked up toward the microwave range. As a result, it
became necessary to incorporate these parameters
into the basic structure of
the tube. This technique
gave rise to such microwave sources as the kly-
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Date Set For Drug Awareness Symposium
stron and the magnetron.
Detailed knowledge of the
operation of these tubes is
not necessary to the consideration of microwave
systems. It is, however, important to note that these
sources are generally of
rather low efficiency, so
that maximum efficiency

A sub-committee of the
Special Community Advisory Committee met on
Wednesday, February 3, to
plan and set a date for a
symposium on drug awareness.
The members of the
in transmitting the energy
is a matter of prime importance.

planning committee for the
symposium are: Mrs. Robbie
Schultz, chairman;
Mrs. Mary Lee Fontenot,
Capt. and Mrs. Tommy Osborne, Mrs. Irene Puddy,
and Dr. Charles Urdy. Student members of the planning committee are: Carla
LeBeaux, Robert Lyons,
Marlene Niedson, and Angela Owens.

The participants in the
symposium will be competent panelists who will
bring accurate and up-todate information on drug
abuse; and on ways in
which the citizens of the
community can support our
schools and our community
in coping with the problem. The Symposium on
Drug Awareness will be

held on Thursday.
March 18, at 7 :30 p.m. in
the Waller High School
Auditorium.
Superintendent I. T. Holleman feels
that the symposium will be
another means for developing better understanding
between the school and the
community. He urges all
concerned citizens to attend.
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To communicate is the beginning of understanding.
"See anything?"
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ROTC

NEWS

C/LTC Randy E. Phoenix, left, presents Col. Bee•
t-0n an Honorary Membership in Company Q-17, ation•
al Society of Pershing Rifles.

Col. Becton Speaks at Mid-Year
Commissioning Exercises
Colonel Julius W. Becton, Jr., Commanding Officer, Second Brigade, Second Armored Division, presented the Army ROTC
mid-year
commissioning
address at Prairie View
A&M College, Prairie View,
Texas at 1 p.m., January
29th. Colonel Becton is a
1945 OCS graduate who
earned a B. S. degree in
Mathematics at
Prairie
View while assigned as Assistant professor of Military Science at the college.
He spoke to Prairie View's
largest mid-year commissioning class in history.
During the ceremony, he
watched a service father's
fondest dream come true,
celebrated his 23rd wedding anniversary, re-enlisted a veteran whose daughter had reigned as Miss
Prairie View and became
an honorary member of a
military fraternity.
Before the ceremony, the
graduates' families and
friends lunched with Dr.
Alvin I. Thomas, College
President, the campus Military Committee, members
of the Department of Military Science as well as Officers and Queens of the
AROTC Brigade.
Colonel Becton challenged the eleven commissi:"onee to meet an officer's responsibilities in the modern Army. He discussed
the Army's · image and
gave the following statistics: in 1957, there were
four Black colonel : today
there are sixty. In 1960,
only one hundred Blacks
were lieutenant colonels the current number is six

hundred; there are now
eleven hundred Blacks in
the grade of major, almost
twice the number in 1960
and, significantly, more
than the total numb~r of
Black first and second lieutenants.
After the oath of office,
each officer received his
commission from the College President then marched beneath an arch of sabers. Under the arch, the
gleaming gold bars of second lieutenant were pinned
on and the young man received his first salute as an
officer. Master Sergant,
(Retired), Willie Scott was
among the proud parents
present. The high school
ROTC instructor. his wife
and his mother-in-law, celebrated the graduation of
a third generation from
Prairie View and the entry
of a second generation into
the Army. Five Houston
residents were commissioned in this ceremony. They
are Second Lieutenants,
James R. Bubley, (Infantry), Tommy E. Eustace,
Quartermaster corps, Allen R. Miller, Ordinance
Corps, Willie Scott, Jr.,
Field Artillery, and Booker
T. Williams, Armor. Kenneth McCuin of Paris, Texas, (Air-Defense), Lewis
Mitchell of Marlin, Texas,
Corps of Engineers, Morris
D. Hunter, Austin (Military Intelligence) Reginald
Walker, Port Arthur (Field
Artillery), Otis Clayborne,
Weimar, (Infantry), and
Ronnie F. Johnson, (Armor) were also commissioned.
Dr. Thomas praised the

Col. Becton, foreground, re-enlb,ts SFC Olll'be,
center, as SFC Ourbe's wife look<1 on .

RADM }lacPherson (right) "rapping" with Na,·al
ROTC Midshipmen (left t-0 right) 3-C Rhodes, 4-C Patrick, and 3-C Dudley.

TWO :SAVAI, ROTC STAFFlmS RECEIVE
A WARDS - (aboye) Storekeeper First Class Robert
A. Parham, USN, the Naval ROTC Unit's supply pett,·
officer, is ,hown receiving his third "Good Conduct
.-\ward Certificate" from Capt. W. H. Lowans, US~.
Commanding Officer of the Naval ROTC Unit at Prairie
View A&M College.
(Belon ) Chief Quartermaster James R. Dickerson,
USN, Assistant Navigation Instructor, is shown recei\·ing a "Combat Action Ribbon" from Capt. W. ff. Lawans, USN, which he earned while serving aboard the
USS Philip (DD 498) while the ship was deployed off
the coast of the Republic of Vietnam.

High Navy Official Visits
and prior to assuming his
duties as Commandant of
the Eighth Naval District
in 1968, he was Chief of
Naval Air Advanced Training at the Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, Texas.
The Eighth Naval District
with headquarters in New
Orleans, La., includes the
states of Louisiana, Arkansas, New Mexico, Oklanew officers for earning a homa, and Texas. While on
degree and a commission. campus. RADM MacPherThe proud President noted son had an opportunity to
that twelve percent of the participate in a "rap" sesArmy's Black colonels are sion with several of the
Prairie View graduates, as Naval ROTC Midshipmen.
tain Billy J . McGowan, a
is the Professor of Military (See Picture) Later in the (MSG), Roh<?t'l B. Watson,
1967
Prairie View graduCommandar.
•
of
Cadets.
Science and two Assistant afternoon, RADM Macate and Lt. Luther Berry,
Professors
of
Military Pherson paid a courtesy Sam Houstl)I: High School
a 1970 Prairie View gradScience. After thanking the call on Prairie View's and MSG 8,?n C. Winslow,
uate returned with their
parents for their sacrifices President, Dr. A. I. Thom- Assistant C,Jmmandant of
wives
to a ceremony remCadets
at
Kashmere
High
in providing an education as and other college offiiniscent
of their own comSchool
cam,;to
share
the
for their young men. Dr. cials, after which he remissioning.
Scott
Family·_;
.
joy.
Capturned
to
his
duties
in
New
Thomas surprised Colonel
Becton with an outstanding Orleans.
Alumni Award and Mrs.
Becton with flowers to Q-17 Drill Team Commandcommemorate the couple's er and Commanding Offitwenty third wedding an- cer Second Battalion Army
niversary.
ROTC was Master of CereCompany Q-17, National monies. Cadet LT. Jamesc
Society of Pershing Rifles, L. Kirkwood., a P/R and a
( P /R). sponsored this tra- four year ROTC scholarditional, yet future orient- ship winnner. delivered the
ed ceremony. Cadet LTC invocation and the beneRandy E. Phoenix, Com- diction. Seven distinguishmanding Officer of Com- ed visitors were among the
pany Q-17, presented Col- audience of students, faconel Becton an honorary ulty and families. Major
membership in the unit. Henry Meyers, Assistant
Cadet Phoenix also com- Director of Army Instrucmends the Second Battal- tion (ROTC), for the Houion, Army ROTC Brigade. ston Independent School
(L-R> C/LTC Phoenix, C/LT Kirkwood, LT EusC/LTC Harry J. Dabney, District, Master Sergeant
tace. CPT Hollis.

On the afternoon of 4
February 1971, Rear Admiral R. A. MacPherson,
Commandant of the Navy's
Eighth Naval District, was
a distinguished visitor at
Prairie View A&M College.
RADM MacPherson has
served in the United States
Navy for the past 38 years

...

C/Col. Brown, Mrs. Beet.on, Col. Becton, (L-R) LT
Bodley. Foreground.

Left to Right Lt. Hunter, Lt. Clayborne, Lt.
Bodley, Col. Becton, LTC Black, Lt. Mit.chell, Lt. Scott,
Lt. Walker, Lt. McCuln, Lt. ,Johnson, Lt. Williams.
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PV's First Full-Time Trainer an Asset

Kneeling from le-ft to right are Elmt'r
Guinn, Michael Clayton, Joe D. Beasle~,
Osie "Jody" Combs, Lonnie Glenn, Phillip
Walker, Leonard Baker. Standing, Larry
(D. C.) Hamilton, Eugene "QB" Daniel!>,

Homer "Rap" Brown, Richard "S. B."
Cobbs, Clarence "B. P." Barnett, James
••ff. P." Cheatam, Maurice "Whoomp"
Blanks, Milton Russell and Reginald
Banks.

Sigmas Win Intramural Football Title
The Delta Theta Chapter
shut out three foes to
claim the championship.
Led by the "Super Bad" defensive team, the Phi Beta
Sigma defeated the Phi
Beta Lambda in their opening game 8-0. Next, in
line was the game with Alpha Phi Omega. Phi Beta
Sigma over powered them
14-0, and won the right to
play Omega Psi Phi for the
championship. Phi Beta
Sigma destroyed all hopes
for them and went on to
win 12-0.
Michael Clayton, high
point scorer of the season,
scored all 12 points against
the Omega's, while the
blue and white people eater defense put up three
goal line stands and ended
the season with a three
game .total of 34 points to
zero.
The members of the
~
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championshir- team are:
Offensive: Eugene Daniels,
Michael Clayton, John Henson, Dannis Tamplin, Harvey Dixon, C ·nis Williams,
Phillip Walker and Leonard Baker. I.Jetensive: Joe

Alvin Dotson, PY's
Answer to Newhouse

Alvin Dot.-.on

I

COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
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Beasley,
Lonnie Glenn,
Larry
Maurice
Blanks,
Johnson,
John Henson,
Dannis
Harvey
Dixon,
Tamplin, Milton Russell
and Homer Brown.
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by Joe Booker
Alvin Dotson, Prairie
View's senior All-American quarter-miler has been
stuck with the job of filling the shoes of former
Panther All-American Fred
Newhouse.
While
most
athletes
would shun the idea of ti:.ying to wear the shoes of an
athlete of Newhouses' talent, Dotson welcomes the
challenge.
"It's a big responsibility,
because Newhouse is one
of the world's best," stated
the former Columbus High
School All-American.
I
know it's going to be a big
order to fill his shoes, but
I believe I can do it, it's
just a matter of me knowing I have a job to do and
doing it." My biggest test
will come at the Astrodome Federation Championship. I will be trying
to run a 45.5 or better to
break Newhouses' 45.6 Indoors."
Even though, the Panthers lost five All-Americans from last year's team
which helped them win the
Astrodome Federation College division title last year
and the SW AC title, Dotson
is confident that the team
will win this season.
"I think we have just as
good or better team this
year than we had last
year." We have more depth
and we are stronger in such
events as the half-mile,

John Harvey, Prairie
View's athletic trainer is
perhap:., the most ;mp01;tant man on the Panther
athletic staff, othc· than
the coaches.
Harve} , who has be2n in
the athletic training business since his schoolboy
days at Houston-Yates, is
considered by most track
experts and pro scouts as
one of the premier young
trainers
in
collegiate
sports. He has served as
athletic trainer at Yates,
Wiley College, and AustinAnderson before coming to
Prairie View. He r.ame to
Prairie View with the attitude of: "My prime objective is to keep the guys
on the field," sa:d Harvey.
Harvey has done that
and more. Prairie View
has had fewer injuries than
ever. For example, Prairie
View had 15 knee operations in 1968 ( before Harvey came. ) Last year, only
one person had a knee opation. He has saved the
athletic department a tremendous amount of money.
as
stated
bv
Hoover
Wright,
Prair"ie View's
head track coach.
"The attention Harvey
gives to injuries saves a
tremendous
amount
of
money," stated Wright.
One operation pays his salary," Wright continued.
After an operation, he has
a good rehabilitation program to get them back in
shape. Besides that. he
handles our athletic equipment, plus he teaches two
valuable
courses."
He
teaches care and prevention of athletic injuries; and
assists coach Daniels (Raymond), with his first aid
classes.
Harvey is presently setting up a training program
sprints and hurdlers," he
tsated. "Our biggest improvement lies in the quality of the boys we have.
We don't have anyone with
the talent of a Thurmon
Bogess, Fred Newhouse or
Felix Johnson, but we have
a great deal of guys who
can do a good job. We
have more competition this
year and everybody has to
produce to keep his job and
the spirit is better overall," stated Dotson, who is
also the team captain and
an honor roll student each
semester he has been at
Prairie View.
Dotson has plans for the
1972 Olympics, but he has
a couple of goals that •n
have to come before the
Olympics.
"The Olympics is the
Sri nOTSON. Page 12
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for the athletic department. It will help build
weight for athletes who
need more weight and reduce weight from overweight athletes.

Who knows, maybe next
season. there won't be any
operations. In football last
year, no player missed the
entire season, because of an
injury. Right on. Harvey.

•

John Hane;\·, Pl' Athletic Trainer

What you should know about diamonds
when you know it's for keeps

You've dreamed about -your
diamond engagement ring a thousand times. But now that -you
Ir.now it"s for keeps, h"s time to
stop dreaming and start learning
about diamonds and t'ieir val11e.
Because no two diamonds
are exactly alike, jew ,Jen have
adopted exacting 1U:nd..rds to determine the relative value of each
and every diamond in the world.
These standards Include a diamond "a size (carat weight), color,
cut and clarity.
'
Although it's important 10
Ir.now the facts about diamonds,
you cenainly don"t have to be an
expert to choose a Keepsalr..e Diamond Ring .. . b«aute Keepaalte
guarantus a diamond of fine white
color, correct cut and perfect clarity or replacement assured. The fa.
mous Kttpalr.e certificate provides
permanent registration, trade-In
value and protection against loss
of diamonds from the setting.
COLOR: Fine white diamonds are
quite rare and valued accordingly.
Other shades in relative order of
their worth are: blue, yellow,
brown and black.
CUT: The cut of a diamond-the
facets placed on it by a trained
culler-brings out the gem's fire
and brilliance. Anything less than
correct cut reduces beauty, brilliance and value.
CLARITY: Determined by the absence ?f slnall impurities. A ~rfect diamond has no impunties
when examined under ten power
magnification by a trained eye.
CARAT: A diamond's tize is
measured in carats. As a diamond
increases in size, its price will
incre~se even more ii the quality
remains constant. But larger diamonds of inferior quality may actually be worth less than smalla,
perfect diamonds.

Your Keepsake Jeweler has
a complete selection of new styles.
He"s in the Yellow Pages under
'"Jewelers.'" Or, dial free day or
night long distance 800-245-6000.
In Connecticut, call 800-942-0655.
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:•,:···;~·;·;·~--;~AN YO~;-·;;-;;~~-~-~-~-;T AND WEDDING : .•
Srnd new 20 pg. booklet, .. Planning Your Engagement and Wedding·•
plus full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gill olfer all for only 25t.
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